
Comparing Matahina to Mahinerangi
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Low Level Outlets in Dams
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Example I: Matahina Dam

Example II: Mahinerangi Dam

MATAHINA’S SYSTEM

Matahina has a spillway
that can lower the level
of the lake to the point
where half of the lake’s
total volume has been
removed – within one
day. This is ideal for a
dam safety emergency.
The low level outlet has
been designed to
handle several times
the average inflow to
the lake, which is ideal.

LOW LEVEL OUTLET
CAPACITY COMPARISON

The hydrology of each
lake is quite different;
flow control equipment
is designed to match up
with a lake’s hydrology.
The Matahina scheme
has a significantly larger
inflow, was constructed
more recently, and has
consequently had an
appropriately sized low
level outlet installed.

DRAWDOWN TIMES

How effective the dam
flow control system is
can be seen by the
graph on the left.
Mahinerangi’s low level
outlet can’t dewater
below 8% capacity,
unless inflows were
stopped/diverted. The
effectiveness of the low
level outlet is therefore
in question and is an
ongoing project for our
engineering team.
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WHAT ARE THEY?

Low level outlets (also
called sluice outlets)
are structures and
equipment that pass
water down to levels
near the base of a dam.
They are usually the
only way to draw down
a reservoir after all
other flow control
equipment can no
longer pass water.

WHY HAVE THEM?

Low level outlets allow the owner of a dam
to completely empty the reservoir. This is
important for dam safety in case of issues
with the dam structure. Low level outlets are
not the main part of lake level control: the
Spillway gates are designed to allow rapid
control of the top part of a reservoir. Low
level outlets are a part of the overall system,
but their location in the structure presents
challenges for operation & maintenance.
Accessibility and a lower frequency of use
prompts dam owners to ask: “to MAINTAIN
or to DECOMMISION?”
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MAHINERANGI SYSTEM

Mahinerangi Dam was
originally much smaller,
which explains the low
capacity for its low level
outlet. The high level
outlet and power
intakes are primarily
used to control the lake
level below the spillway
crest. Although the low
level outlet can offset
lake inflows, its overall
effectiveness is being
considered.

The recommendation in
the UK for dewatering
high PIC dams is to
draw down 50% of the
volume within 3-5 days.

The United States
Bureau of Reclamation
recommends that a
high hazard, high risk
dam be drawn down to
50% within 10-20 daysExample of a reservoir water body showing the

distribution of volume with relation to depth.


